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Do research into framing, and apply this research in my level designs.

Why do this? Get better at guiding the players, and foretelling a story by creating an elegant 
level structure.

Overall Goal
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I started by doing research into a large variety of subjects related to framing. In doing this 
research I collected notes that would guide me in the development of my levels. The primary 
topics I looked into were framing and Environmental storytelling (which uses cinematic 
techniques):

• CMGT Storyboarding Course

• Environmental Narrative: Your World is Your Story

• “What happened here?”

• Environmental Storytelling

• Build Architectural and Gaming Environments That Create Presence in VR

• Making the World of Firewatch

• The Art of Journey

• Writing ‘Nothing’ (Indievelopment Matta Haggis)

Research
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http://www.gdcvault.com/play/1012712/Environmental-Narrative-Your-World-is
http://www.gdcvault.com/play/1012647/What-Happened-Here-Environmental
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/131594/environmental_storytelling_.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N03pSrM524E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTqmk1Zs_1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTqmk1Zs_1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoHrwAacTwo


And the main thing I found was that I was doing it all wrong… 

Research
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This is terrible framing.

Research
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Having done this research, and having taken notes on all of these talks, I now have a much 
better understanding of how to properly frame and guide the player. Additionally, the notes I took 
provided me with a lookup table for when I needed to take a framing based decision.

Research
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Notes
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CMGT – Story boarding

Writing ‘Nothing’ (Indievelopment Matta Haggis) (based on characters but very applicable to environments)



Notes
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I will now show off some scenarios where I used the research I have done, and explain how it 
has guided me to make the decisions I made. I will also mention what I would have done 
differently if I had more time.

Use Cases
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Entrance to cemetery – Transitional area.

Higher level of detail in the lower area, rocks trailing towards it. Roots slightly pointing in the 
direction to go, roots only on one side of the wall -> It feels saver to follow the left wall.

Ideally I would have liked to already show the entrance to the next area, but this was not possible 
due to time constraint, and memory/level streaming constraints.

Use Cases
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As the player progresses through these areas the opening to the next area becomes wider and 
wider -> progression.

Vegetation, rubble and terrain creates a path

Use Cases
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As the player reaches the opening they see the main point of interest, a heightened platform. 
This heightened platform is the way to go, it is placed at about 1/3rd of the frame (the second POI 
revealed slightly later is at 2/3rd of the frame).

The root covering this area is placed straight up, it’s stable, it’s been there for a while.

It is placed on the left of the screen, which is lighter. It might feel like a happy place, the player 
wants to go there.

Use Cases
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As the player steps down the other area of interest is revealed (at ~2/3rd of the frame) this place 
looks like a path. At this point I want the player to be slightly conflicted on where they want to go, 
the path should be less appealing.

Due to changes in the plan this area to me feels less strong than it could have. I would have liked 
this sense of conflict to be clearer.

Use Cases
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When the player reaches the path, it is clearly blocked, but still looks like the exit. The player has 
to find another way!

Use Cases
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Stepping stones up to the higher area. Using vertex paint and rubble to show this as a possibility.

Use Cases
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Hinting to what might happen next, interrupted movement of the player to heighten their attention 
(player has to rotate the camera and character), the player approaches a key story element.

Clear open path on the left of the screen, blocked in the middle, hint on the right (the heavy area 
of the screen). Generated movement by using foreground and background elements. 

I would have preferred those hanging vines to not be there to keep the path more obvious.

Use Cases
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Player can see where they should go next -> clearly indicated by the ramp, firefly, and the 
environment pointing towards it.

As they walk the dead growbot is at roughly 1/3rd of the frame, slowly revealed, once again 
generating motion.

Foliage guides the player.

Use Cases
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Environment points towards the exit, exit is a ramp.

Use Cases
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From the ramp the player can see the exit of this area, it looks as a gateway, however the 
backdrop to it is dark, it doesn’t look like it will lead to a better or wider place, but it is the only 
way out.. (What did the player get themselves into?!).

The placement of this exit is not ideal screenspace wise. However, because of this it is always 
visible when the player is progressing towards it.

Use Cases
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Visible silhouette in the background, there is something there, and it is not very pleasant.

I would have liked to use more smoke in the background to make it pop out more.

Use Cases
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Slowly revealed what the silhouette entails, player is forced to climb it.

The roots embrace it adding to the grim nature of the roots.

Visible figure on the top of the hill indicating where to go.

Use Cases
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Area of interest (teaching new mechanic) illuminated, showing off it’s importance. Wall curves in 
the direction the player has to go, and next area already visible -> guiding the player.

Use Cases
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Very clear where to go -> transcendent, very different visual style.

Sub-objective plants very visible, but still hidden behind objects, causing motion when the player 
moves -> more likely to draw attention.

Exit path slightly obscured, making it not instantly obvious how to get to the exit, slowing the 
player down. Path to take is slowly curved, making it delicate.

Use Cases
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I’m very happy that I decided to spend some time on researching. Having done the research, I 
now feel that my palate has improved. As a level designer I can make better decisions, and back 
them up with better reasoning. I have more tricks up in my sleeve to control the player in the 
necessary ways.

What I’m doing might not be perfect yet, but it is already a lot better, and I hope to improve 
further during year 3.

Reflection
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